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Liskeard Town Team Constitution 

 
1. Summary: An Overview of the Town Team    
 
1.1 Liskeard Town Team is a partnership body and a sub-group of Liskeard Town 

Forum.   
 
1.2 In Spring 2012, the Government launched a competition to choose 12 towns to pilot 

ideas to reinvigorate their high streets, with the winning “town teams” to receive a 
share of Government funding, and a range of support and advice.  The competition 
followed the publication of the Portas review, commissioned by the Government, 
into the future of high streets.  A team from Liskeard submitted a bid; the team 
comprised a broad range of residents and local partners, and reported to the Town 
Forum.  The Liskeard bid was successful, and the Government awarded £100k 
funding to support its implementation, with Cornwall Council asked to act as 
“Accountable Body.” 

 
1.3 The Town Team comprises a multi-partner “Executive Board”, an “Operating Group” 

and “Working Groups.”  The overall aims of the Town Team are to: deliver fun and 
pragmatic projects based on the bid themes; to provide a positive legacy; and to 
engage the widest possible range of people.  Broadly speaking, the Executive 
Board’s role is to make key decisions on the pilot, including how the funding is 
spent, and to keep the Town Forum and partners updated on progress.  The 
Working Groups develop proposals in line with the bid and, in doing so, consult and 
engage the community.  The Operating Group’s role is to co-ordinate the activity of 
the Working Groups and act as a community sounding board.  The Town Forum 
receives reports on the work of the Town Team at its six weekly meetings. 

 
1.4 Cornwall Council’s key roles as “Accountable Body” are to manage the grant 

funding, and ensure it is used in a way that meets the conditions of the grant and 
achieves good value for public money. 

 
1.5 This “Constitution” explains how the Town Team works: how decisions are made, 

how the different parts of the Town Team work together, and what rules and 
procedures it follows.   

 
2. Constitutional Status 
 
2.1 Liskeard Town Team is a partnership body and a sub-group of Liskeard Town 

Forum.  It was set up by the Town Forum on 11 July 2012.1 
 
3. The Town Team’s relationship with the Town Forum2 
 
3.1 The Town Team shall make independent decisions, in line with the Portas bid.  It 

shall make regular reports to the Town Forum in line with the commitments in the 
bid and consult and engage the wider community. 

  

                                                
1
  Agreed by Liskeard Town Forum: Minute 1379 (11.7.12).   

2
  As above 
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4. Aims3 
 

4.1 The Town Team’s aims are to: 
 
 (i) Deliver fun and pragmatic projects based on the bid themes (Annex A): 
   
 (ii) Provide a positive legacy 
 
 (iii) Engage the widest possible range of people 
 
5. Principles4 
 
5.1 The Town Team shall follow the principles set out below: 
 
 (i) It will be answerable to the Liskeard community, businesses and retailers. 
 
 (ii) It will provide mechanisms for collaboration and working in partnership. 
 
 (iii) It will follow effective and above-board ways of working, including: 
 

(a) Ensuring a single pathway of decision making 
(b) Setting clear responsibilities for teams 
(c) Working well with each other: welcoming new people and different ideas, 
mutual respect, cooperation 
(d) Open financial accounting 
(e) Following the rules set out by the Charity Commission to ensure that funds 
are used solely for the agreed purposes and not to benefit individuals or 
organisations involved with the Town Team [In the event that there is any 
conflict between these rules and those of the Accountable Body, the latter will 
apply].    

  
 (iv) It will focus on delivering the projects set out in the bid. 
 
 (v) It will provide a bottom-up exercise in practical community involvement. 
 

(vi) Open book: It will publish updates of the progress of the project via minutes, 
photos and videos.  It will hold regular sounding board meetings open to partners 
and the community. 

 
 (vii) It will seek ongoing funding to continue the work started in the pilot. 
 
 (viii) It will deliver strong leadership to deliver the Town Team’s aims and proposals. 
 
6. Funding and funding conditions 
 
6.1 The Government (Department for Communities & Local Government) awarded 

£100k to the pilot.   
 
6.2 DCLG have advised that the conditions of the funding are that:  

                                                
3
  As above 

4
  As above 
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 (i) Cornwall Council must act as Accountable Body.   
 
 (ii) The funding must benefit the “high street” directly or indirectly 
 
 (iii) The funding is for revenue (running) costs but can be used for capital funding if 

that is approved at local level and authorised by Cornwall Council 
 
 The use of the funding must also achieve good value for public money. 
 
6.3 The bid broadly divided the grant funding for which it was applying between the 

eight bid projects.  DCLG expects the funding to be used broadly in line with the bid 
but it understands that, as the pilot develops, the Board may wish to review the 
division of the funding in light of experience/new information arising/offers of free or 
discounted support from external sources.   

 
6.4 The Constitution includes procedures to address the above issues. 
 
7.  Conduct  
 
 General 
 
7.1 This Constitution sets out specific expectations in relation to the conduct of 

Members of the Executive Board (Section 10).   
 
7.2 All Town Team members (Board Members, Operating Group & Working Group 

members and any other volunteers/employees) are expected to conduct 
themselves properly at meetings and whenever they are working on behalf of the 
Town Team.  (Annex D sets out the meeting ground rules agreed by the Executive 

Board on 27 September 2012) 
 
7.3 Town Team members will not attempt improperly to use their position on the Town 

Team for their own personal gain, or that of their "close associates", that is to say 
any other individual or organisation to which they are closely associated.   

   
7.4 Section 10.5 sets out specific rules relating to conflicts of interest for Executive 

Members.  The following rule applies to non-Board Members 
 
 If an issue arising at a meeting is likely to affect them (or their close associates) 

more than the majority of people affected by the issue, Town Team members 
should consider whether or not it is appropriate to (i) declare that interest and (ii) 
take part in the discussion or vote on that issue.  In deciding this, they should 
consider the nature of their interest and likely public perception ("the view of the 
person in the street").   
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8. Working Groups 
 
8.1 The Town Team shall include Working Groups.  Their general role is to develop and 

implement proposals in line with the bid and, in doing so, consult and engage the 
community.  

 
8.2 The Executive Board shall appoint any new Working Groups or other sub-groups 
 that it considers are required to support the pilot.  It may also revise the role of, or 
 abolish, any Working Group; before it does so, it will consider the views of the 
 Working Group and the Operating Group. 
 
8.3 The Working Groups may develop their own governance procedures in compliance 
 with this Constitution.  When setting up new Working Groups or revising the 
 role of existing ones, the Executive shall set broad terms of reference, but will 
 leave the details to the Working Groups.  
 
8.4 The Working Groups shall: 
 
 (i) Make progress reports to the Executive Board on a regular basis 
 
 (ii) Bring proposals for funding to the Executive Board for approval 
 
 (iii) Appoint a Chair who will sit on the Executive Board 
 
 (iv) Send a representative to the Operating Group 
 
 (v) Comply with the Constitution 
 

(vi) Hold open meetings, publicised via the website and notified to everyone who 
has expressed an interest in being involved 
 
(vii) Publish minutes and updates on the progress of the group 

 
9.  Operating Group 

 
9.1 The Town Team shall include an Operating Group.  Its role is to coordinate the work 

of the Working Groups.  
 
9.2 The Executive Board may revise the role of, or abolish, the Operating Group; 
 before it does so, it will consider the Operating Group's views.   
 
9.3 The Operating Group may develop its own governance procedures in compliance 
 with this Constitution.   
 
9.4 The Operating Group shall: 
 
 (i) Make progress reports to the Executive Board on a regular basis 
 
 (ii) Comply with the Constitution 
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10.  Executive Board 
 
 Membership 
 
10.1  The voting Members of the Executive Board shall be representatives of all the key 

partners and the leaders/chair of the working groups for each main area of work5  
 
10.2 The partners and their representation shall be: 
 
 (i) Active Working Group Chairs: 5-7 representatives 
 (ii) Liskeard Chamber of Commerce: 1 representative  
 (iii) Liskeard Traders Association: 1 representative  
 (iv) Other trader/business representatives: 2 representatives to include a 

representative of national chains with a Liskeard town centre presence and a 
representative of one of the following: non-retail business, “eateries”/pubs, or the 
Federation of Small Businesses. 

 (v) Voluntary/Arts Organisations: 2 representatives  
 (vi) Residents/shoppers: 1 representative 
 (vii) Liskeard Town Forum: 1 representative 
 (viii) Liskeard Town Council: 1 representative 
 (ix) Cornwall Council (a Councillor): 1 representative 
 (x) Representative of the area surrounding Liskeard: 1 representative 
 (xi) A school age student: 1 representative 
 (xii) A landlord with retail premises in Liskeard town centre: 1 representative  
 
 Terms of Reference 
 
10.3 The Executive Board’s terms of reference are to: 

 
(i) Ensure that the pilot is progressed effectively and efficiently, in accordance 

with the aims/principles of the Town Team and the conditions of the grant, 
and in line with the Portas bid;   

 
(ii) Decide on the allocation of the grant funding awarded to the pilot, based on 

the plans in the Portas bid, in line with the financial rules set out by Cornwall 
Council as accountable body6 and in such a way as to achieve value for 
money. 

 
 Note: As Accountable Body, Cornwall Council will authorise or “sign off” any 

expenditure approved by the Board.  It retains the right to veto any such 
expenditure, but will only use this veto as a last resort: it is hoped that, 
through the advice given by Cornwall Council officers and effective 
partnership working, the Executive Board will not find itself in potential 
breach of the funding conditions or the value for money requirement.  If this 
situation arose, the Council would seek in the first instance to resolve the 
situation through negotiation with the Executive Board and DCLG as 
appropriate.  If the Council did exercise the veto, it would report this with 
reasons to the Executive Board and to DCLG.    

 

                                                
5
  As above  

6
  As above  
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(iii) Make decisions on buying goods or services, in line with the rules set by and 
the instructions of Cornwall Council, including: decisions to seek quotes or 
tenders; agreeing contract specifications; awarding, monitoring and 
managing contracts.   

 
(iv) Receive regular reports from the Operating Group, Working Groups (and any 

other sub-groups that are established during the pilot), and make decisions 
with them about their ongoing work programme.  In doing so, the Board will 
seek to ensure an appropriate balance between the Town Team’s principles 
that “[the pilot is] a bottom-up exercise in practical community involvement” 
and “[the need for] strong leadership to deliver the aims and proposals.”  

 
(v) Set up any new Working Groups or sub-groups that it considers are required 

to progress the pilot; review the remit of such groups; and disband such 
groups (in all three cases, the Executive Board shall consider the views of 
the Operating Group and relevant Working Group).   

 
(vi) Make regular reports to the Town Forum, in line with the commitments in the 

bid7 (this requires the Executive Board to report to each Town Forum 
meeting; meetings are held every six weeks) 

 
(vii) Ensure that there is effective liaison between the Board and the 

organisations and groups that Board Members are representing and that 
there is good communication within the Town Team 

 
(viii) Ensure compliance with the Accountable Body’s requirements, as set out in 

the Accountable Body Agreement 
 
(ix) Ensure that the pilot, pilot projects and any contracts entered into are in 

accordance with relevant legislation, including equalities & diversity and 
health & safety legislation.   

 
(x) Ensure, where projects involve or may involve children and young people or 

vulnerable adults, that safeguarding procedures are in place in compliance 
with relevant legislation.   

 
(xi) Take reasonable steps to assess and manage risk in relation to its activities.   
 
(xii) Liability & Legacy: 
 

(a) Identify, before implementing projects that involve a resource 
commitment (e.g. in terms of finance, staffing, or equipment), a person(s) or 
body(s) that can take on that commitment and secure their agreement to do 
so.  This is especially important for ongoing projects that may extend beyond 
the life of the pilot. 

 
 (b) Take steps to ensure the sustainability of the pilot and individual projects 

beyond the life of the pilot.  The Executive Board partners should agree how 
they will individually and/or collectively attract funding to support this legacy. 

                                                
7
  As above  
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(xiii) Cooperation with Accountable Body: 
 
 (a) Comply with reasonable requests from Cornwall Council in its 

Accountable Body role.  This would include:  

 providing access to the Executive Board’s paper and electronic files and 
records (and the files and records of other constituted groups established 
by the Executive Board as part of the pilot). 

 complying with advice on legislation, financial regulations, contract 
procedures, procurement rules and so on 

 (b) Cooperate fully in the investigation and resolution of any complaint, 
including complying with any recommendations arising from the investigation 

 (c) Assist in enabling a full response to any Freedom of Information request  
 
 Conduct 
 
10.4 General Conduct: The Board and its Members will observe the highest standards of 

conduct, consistent with the Ten Principles of Public Life based on the Nolan 
principles set out by the Committee on Standards in Public Life.8  The principles 
(amended to refer to the Executive Board) are: 

 
(i) Selflessness – members should serve only the public interest and should never 
improperly confer an advantage or disadvantage on any person.  
 
(ii) Honesty and integrity – members should not place themselves in situations 
where their honesty and integrity may be questioned, should not behave improperly, 
and should on all occasions avoid the appearance of such behaviour.  
 
(iii) Objectivity – members should make decisions on merit, including when making 
appointments, awarding contracts, or recommending individuals for rewards or 
benefits.  
 
(iv) Accountability – members should be accountable to the public for their actions 
and the manner in which they carry out their responsibilities, and should co-operate 
fully and honestly with any scrutiny appropriate to their particular office.  
 
(v) Openness – members should be as open as possible about their actions and 
those of the Board, and should be prepared to give reasons for those actions. 
 
(vi) Personal judgement – members may take account of the views of others but 
should reach their own conclusions on the issues before them and act in 
accordance with those conclusions.   
 
(vii) Respect for others – members should promote equality by not discriminating 
unlawfully against any person, and by treating people with respect, regardless of 
their race, age, religion, gender, sexual orientation or disability.  
 

                                                
8
  Accountable Body Agreement requirement; The Principles are set out in The Relevant Authorities 

(General Principles) Order 2001 
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(viii) Duty to uphold the law – members should uphold the law and, on all occasions, 
act in accordance with the trust that the public is entitled to place in them. 

Explanatory Note: This does not mean that the Executive Board and its members 
are expected to have an understanding of the law.  However, they are expected to 
ensure that they comply with any legal advice that they receive from the 
Accountable Body.     

(ix) Stewardship – members should do whatever they are able to do to ensure that 
the Executive Board uses its resources prudently, and in accordance with the law.  

(x) Leadership – members should promote and support these principles by 
leadership, and by example, and should act in a way that secures or preserves 
public confidence.  In relation to this item, the Board and its Members shall fully 
embrace their responsibility to work together to deliver the pilot for the benefit of 
Liskeard’s “high street.” 

 
 Conflict of Interest: 
 
10.5 Rules relating to Pilot Funding: No Board Members or Working Group Members (i.e. 

Ordinary Town Team Members) may receive any direct or indirect financial benefit 
in money or in kind, or have a financial interest in the supply of goods or services to 
the Town Team, except for the repayment of reasonable out of pocket expenses or 
under the following conditions.   

 
 They must:  
  
 (a) declare an interest in the proposal  
 
 (b) remain only for such part of the meeting as in the view of other members is 

necessary to inform the debate  
 
 (c) not be counted in determining whether the meeting is quorate regarding the 

proposal  
 
 (d) not vote on the proposal.  Remaining members must be satisfied that it is in the 

interests of the Town Team to contract with that member rather than with someone 
who is not a member and they must record the reasons for their decision in the 
minutes. 

 
10.6 Other conflicts of interest: Where a Board Member finds themselves in a situation 

that is reasonably likely to give rise to a conflict of interest they must declare this 
interest to the Board.  If the conflict is such that a reasonable person with 
knowledge of the relevant facts would reasonably think that it is so significant that it 
would prejudice their judgement of the public interest, they must: 

 
 (i) remain only for such part of the meeting as in the view of the other Board 

Members is necessary to inform the debate  
 
 (ii) not be counted in the quorum for that part of the meeting; and 
 
 (iii) withdraw during the vote and have no vote on the matter 
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 Meetings 
 
10.7 Quorum: An Executive Board meeting shall be quorate when more than half the 

Board Members are present.  If a quorum is not present when the Board meets or, if 

during a meeting, the number of Members (not counting those debarred by reason 
of a declared interest) falls below the quorum, the business not carried out at that 
meeting shall be deferred to the next ordinary meeting or to an extraordinary 
meeting. 

 
10.8 Voting: Where a vote is taken, the matter shall be decided by a majority of those 

Members present and voting.  Members shall vote by show of hands unless the 
Board decides otherwise.  In the case of equality of votes, the Chair shall have a 
second or casting vote.  If the Board requires, the minutes shall record the names of 
the Members who voted and how they voted.  An individual Member may also ask 
that the minutes record how they voted.   

 
10.9 Chair & Deputy Chair: At its first meeting (and at each Annual General Meeting 

thereafter), the Board shall elect from among its Members a Chair and Deputy Chair 
and other Officers as it sees fit.  In the absence of a Chair or Deputy Chair, the first 
business of any meeting shall be to ensure that a substitute is appointed for the 
duration of the meeting.  

 
10.10 Frequency of Meetings: The Board shall schedule ordinary meetings as required.    

An extraordinary meeting may be called by the Chair or by any 3 Board members 
on notice being given to members of the Board of the matters to be discussed.  
Ordinarily, 2 clear working days* notice shall be given of such meetings (*not 
including the day the notice was given or the day of the meeting).  However, in 
exceptional circumstances, less notice may be given.   

  
 *A Working Day is defined as Monday-Saturday. 
 
10.11 Timing of Meetings: Where possible, meetings shall take place out of normal trading 

hours and restricted to two hours in length.     
 
10.12 Agendas: With the above exception, an agenda will be sent to Members by e-mail 

at least 2 clear working days before the meeting, published on the Love Liskeard 
blog and placed in Liskeard library (these are minimum requirements).  Members 
can place issues on the agenda by notifying the Secretary. 

   
10.13 Minutes: The Secretary shall keep brief minutes of the Board, focused on agreed 

actions, and publish them within 5 working days of the meeting, where practically 
possible.  The minutes shall be circulated to Board Members, published on the Love 
Liskeard blog, and placed in Liskeard library (these are minimum requirements). 

 
10.14 Public & Media: Board meetings shall be open to the public & media, except when 

the Board votes to exclude them on the grounds that it is discussing confidential 
business (see 10.16).     
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10.15  Confidential business:  
 
 (a) Meetings: The Board may vote to exclude the public & media from its meetings 

when it is discussing business that is genuinely confidential.  This would include, for 
example, certain matters relating to the recruitment of staff and the appointment of 
contractors.  In making such a decision, the Board shall satisfy itself that the public 
interest in excluding the public and media outweighs the public interest in allowing 
them to remain.  The minutes shall set out the decision made by the Board on the 
business in question, without disclosing information that remains confidential.  

 
 (b) Papers: Board papers will be made available to the public unless they contain 

confidential information.  The Secretary will consider whether any information is 
confidential, in consultation with the Chair.  In doing so, they shall consider whether 
the public interest in withholding the information outweighs the public interest in 
disclosing it.  If they consider it is confidential, the relevant information shall be 
circulated to Board Members only.  At the Board meeting, the Board shall review 
whether the information is confidential, applying the same public interest test.  If 
they consider that it is not confidential, the relevant information shall be made 
available to any members of the public or media in attendance at the meeting, and 
published as soon as possible after the meeting in the usual way.         

 
 Allocation of Pilot Funding 
 
10.16 The Executive Board shall  assess proposals for funding against the criteria set out 
 in Annex A.  If the Board wishes to alter the division of funding set out in the bid, it 
 shall seek written approval from Cornwall Council and the Department for 
 Communities & Local Government. 
 
 Financial & Procurement Rules 
 
10.17 The financial regulations, contract procedure9 rules and procurement policies of 

Cornwall Council will apply to the pilot (see Accountable Body agreement for more 
details).  The Town Team shall follow the procedure for spending money set 
out in Annex C  

 
10.18 The Board shall promptly notify the Accountable Body of agreed expenditure and 
 submit invoices, receipts and other financial documents at the earliest opportunity. 
 
10.19 The Board shall receive a monthly budget report from Cornwall Council.  
 
 Agreement of the Constitution 
 
10.20 The Constitution shall be adopted by a resolution passed by not less than two thirds 

of the Members present and voting at the Board. 
 
10.21 The Constitution shall be signed off by Cornwall Council as Accountable Body. 

                                                
9
  The rules require one documented verbal quote for purchases below £1,000; three written 

quotations for purchases more than £1k and less than £10k; and formal tendering for contracts above 
£10k 
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 Alterations to the Constitution 
 
10.22 This Constitution may be altered by a resolution passed by not less than two thirds 

of the Members present and voting at the Board.   
 
10.23 Any amendments relating to matters agreed by the Town Forum at its meeting on 

11 July 2012 are subject to ratification by the Town Forum.   
 
10.24 Any amendments are subject to sign-off by Cornwall Council as Accountable Body. 
 
 Dissolution 
 
10.25 If the Board decides that it is necessary or advisable to dissolve the Town Team, it 

shall (i) give at least 4 weeks notice of this, with reasons, to the Town Team, its 
constituent bodies, the Accountable Body, and the Department for Communities & 
Local Government and (ii) at the end of this period, make an appropriate 
recommendation to Liskeard Town Forum, including any representations on this 
issue made by the parties listed above.  

 
 
 This revised Constitution was agreed and adopted by the Town Team 

Executive Board on                as recorded in the minutes. 
 
 Chair (Name):     Secretary (Name) 
 Signature:      Signature: 
 Date:       Date: 
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Annex A 
Bid Themes & Priorities (Extracts from Bid)  

 

“The Portas Review recommendations that form the backdrop of Liskeard's proposal are no 10 

focussed on the town's attractiveness and no 27 responding to empty shops but our thoughts go 
beyond these. We intend the Town Team to be a central resource for information and a conduit for 
events and experiences; to get the town connected.  
 
Our priorities will be: 

 Connecting shops and shoppers through modern technologies. Traders have said they 
know that the future depends on their ability to adequately read and respond to customer 
needs.  

 Connecting day and night economies stopping the sudden emptying of the town.  Through 
a strong promotion of Liskeard as a late afternoon and evening destination we would hope 
to draw back our residents who work in Plymouth and build a distinct profile for the tourist 
trade. 

 Connecting businesses across the town through a strongly localised, self-help model that 
recognises the existing skills within businesses and challenges traditional ways of working 
by sharing those skills. 

 Connecting landlords to the town's shared agenda and potential businesses through a 
meanwhile use strategy.  Start ups will be supported through a range of initiatives including 
short term lease options.  

 Connecting with our environment through campaigns to buy local food, 

 Connecting with our seaside neighbour through stronger promotion of Liskeard in Looe 
alongside improvements to the route from the station to town centre. 

 Connect with each other through town centre specific volunteering opportunities to tidy or 
green the town, especially across the generations. 

 Underpinning all these strands will be our entry to superfast broadband and use of 
technology to promote business, community events, volunteer flash mobs, sharing of 
journeys and informal deliveries. And sensitive to those not online, we'll support Liskeard's 
UK Online Centre to get everyone connected. 

 
We propose to do the following: 

 Develop an evening market that includes a road to market for local produce. A high street 
evening fair will create spin off in additional trade for food and beverage outlets: 15K 

 Devise a rolling programme of seasonal and themed late afternoon/evening events focused 
on families and young people facilitated by quality event management:                                                        
25K 

 Create a mobile enabled and interactive shared town website and associated training for its 
management. This will be a town portal that connects traders to new customers from further 
afield and to their existing customers more directly by highlighting offers and competitions.  
Partner activity will be brought together in one virtual space for the benefit of the 
community: 15K 

 Launch a community consultation on 'Brand Liskeard' to achieve a fresh and future looking 
shared identity, followed by a strong promotion of the town incorporating its Portas Pilot 
status: 15K  

 Conduct quality benchmarking and project evaluation with emphasis on community 
participation. We would hold a festival summit at the end of the pilot to share our learning: 
5K  

 Develop a meanwhile use strategy for empty shops including a short lease model for 
temporary work and art space and premises matching service: 7K  

 Establish a work hub to offer business development, peer mentoring and support for 
homeworkers. This hub would operate as a start-up incubator: 10K  
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 Refresh the street scene with fun. With dedicated volunteer coordination using flash mob 
techniques and a range of appealing ways to improve the town's appearance: guerrilla 
gardening, yarn bombing and growing floral toilets: 8K 

 
Annex B 

Criteria for Allocating Funding  
 

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING FUNDING PROPOSALS  
TO THE LISKEARD TOWN TEAM  
 

Description of proposal  

Working group submitting   

Sum of money requested  

 

Test 1: Proposals shall only be considered if there is a strong fit with one or more 
projects in the bid (listed below):  

 

Project in bid Explanation of how the proposal fits with project(s) 

Evening market  

Events  

Website  

Branding/Promotion  

Meanwhile Use  

Work Hub  

Refresh the Street with Fun  

 

(Learning & Evaluation is considered separately below). 
 
If the Board wishes to support a proposal outside this criterion, it may do so provided there 
is a convincing business case and with the permission of Cornwall Council as accountable 
body and DCLG as funding body.  The Board would apply Test 2 to help it decide whether 
there was a convincing business case.   
 
Test 2:  Please score the proposal against the criteria, as described below. 
 
Proposals will be evaluated against key aims of the Town Team (impact criteria listed 
below). A score of 4 or 5 must be achieved against at least one primary criterion.  
 

  Primary impact criteria 
Impact score                                          

1 (least) to 5 (most) 

On footfall in town centre  

On average length of stay in town centre  

On average visitor spend in town centre  
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On lengthening the times when the town centre is used  

On attracting new business to the town centre  

On Liskeard’s sustainability (economic, social, environmental)  

Proposals which also score well against the following secondary criteria will receive 

additional credit.  
 

  Secondary impact criteria 
Impact score                                          

1 (least) to 5 (most) 

On increasing use of town centre by under-represented groups  

On making Liskeard town centre more fun, vibrant and creative   

On engaging local people in improving the town centre  

On strengthening local community in Liskeard  

 

Learning & Evaluation 

 

The bid set aside £5k for learning and evaluation (“to conduct quality benchmarking 
and project evaluation with an emphasis on community participation. We would hold a 

festival summit at the end of the pilot to share our learning).  

 

Successful proposals which are specifically geared to learning & evaluation would be 
expected to score at least 4 out of 5 on at least one of the following criteria 

  

  Learning & evaluation impact criteria 
Impact score                                          

1 (least) to 5 (most) 

Impact on increasing learning from the pilot  

Impact on enabling effective evaluation of the pilot  

 
 

Any additional comments on how the proposal meets the criteria? 
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Annex C 
Spending Procedure  

 

 (updated to incorporate amendments agreed by Board on 14.2.13)  

 (plus changes to CC procurement rules published to CC staff on 8.3.13) 
 

1. Key Rules 

 
(i) Spending money: 

All requests to spend town team funding must be approved in advance by the Board, 

with the following exception:  

 
Exception: Where its operational plan (including an indicative budget) has been 

approved by the Board, a Working Group (WG) can spend up to £500 on one or more 

items included within this budget 
 

(ii) Procurement thresholds: 

 £10,000+: Formal tender process  
 Less than £10,000: 3 written quotes  

 Less than £1,000: 1 verbal quote (must be documented proving value for money) 

 

(iii) As Accountable Body, CC has the role of signing off expenditure approved by the 
Town Team and retains the right of veto as a last resort.  

 

2. Spend Process: (Except for items up to £500 within approved WG budgets)  
 

Step 1: WG/other party makes proposal to Board, submitting funding criteria form. 

Step 2: Board considers proposal/form and approves/amends/declines request. 

Step 3: WG chair/other person authorised to oversee purchase for Town Team (i) 
liaises with CC (Steve Foster) at early stage so he can advise on appropriate 

procedure (e.g. quotes/tenders) (ii) passes SF copies of quotes once obtained  

Step 4: Cornwall Council (CC) sends purchase order to supplier (subject to receipt of 
satisfactory quotes/satisfactory tender process).    

Step 5: Supplier sends invoice to CC.  CC pays bill. 

 
3. Spend Process: (Items up to £500 within approved WG budgets) 

 

Step 1: WG decides to spend money 

Step 2: WG advises Chair, Treasurer & SF, and submits funding criteria form. 
Steps 3-5: as 2 above (except that the Town Team may decide to pay items under 

£250 from its own bank account) 

 
Payment of expenses should be approved in advance by the Board. 

 

Please:  
 DO inform Chair, Treasurer & SF asap when your Working Group wants to buy 

something!  

 DO NOT place an order for goods/services yourself.  You must do this 

through Cornwall Council (via SF).  This is because, before they can 
send an invoice, suppliers need to receive a valid Purchase Order from 

Cornwall Council.  So, if they don’t have a PO, they don’t get paid!  The 
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only exception is any item under £250 which the Town Team has 

agreed to pay from its own bank account.  
 

Annex D 
Ground Rules for Meetings 

 

On 27 September 2012, the Executive Board agreed it wanted to be: 

 Friendly 

 Concise 

 Quick 

 Positive 

 Informative 

 Effective 

 Collaborative 

 Clear 

 Not too heavy – fun 
 
To achieve this, it agreed to do the following: 

 Raise comments through the Chair 

 Listen to each other 

 Be mutually respectful 

 Challenge the idea, not the person 

 Put principles above personalities 

 If a point has already been made, say “I support/oppose this etc” rather than repeating 
the point 

 


